
As one of the world’s foremost authorities on Holocaust history, the Museum depends on its collection of artifacts, 

documents, photographs, films, and oral testimonies to help others gain a deeper understanding of the 

lessons of the Holocaust for today’s world and to stand as evidence of humanity’s greatest crime for ages to come.

It is crucial that the Museum rescue and preserve this material evidence while there is still time—before the survivors

are gone and their personal histories lost forever. But to accomplish this, the Museum needs your help.

The Museum seeks original artifacts from survivors (or their heirs)—Jewish and non-Jewish—who were displaced,

persecuted, or discriminated against by the Nazis and their collaborators between 1933 and 1945, as well as from

other eyewitnesses to these events. This includes materials relating to the immediate postwar era, life in the displaced 

persons camps, and emigration from Europe. 

The Museum also seeks to expand its Registry of Holocaust Survivors to ensure that the names of survivors are preserved 

in the historical record and are available to help survivors and their families trace missing relatives and friends.

Only together can we safeguard the memory of the Holocaust for all time.

U N I T E D  S T A T E S  H O L O C A U S T  M E M O R I A L  M U S E U M

Preserving history 
one person at a time
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Please provide the information requested below and mail it to Curator, United States Holocaust Memorial

Museum, 100 Raoul Wallenberg Place, SW, Washington, DC, 20024-2126, or e-mail it to curator@ushmm.org.

❏ I am a Holocaust survivor and/or have original artifacts that may be of interest to the Museum.

❏ I would like to register myself, a family member, and/or a friend with the Benjamin and Vladka Meed Registry

of Holocaust Survivors.

❏ I would like to be contacted by a Museum representative for a possible oral history interview.

❏ I have publications that may be of interest to the Museum Library.

Name

Address

City State Zip

Tel E-mail

Photos: Artifacts donated to the Museum’s collection. Opposite side: (left) USHMM, gift of Regina Gordon and Anna Nodel; (right) USHMM, gifts of Julie Klein, 
Betty Troper Yager, Annette Gallagher, Herbert Karliner, Henry Gallant, and the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society. This side: (left) USHMM, gift of Elizabeth Margosches;
(right) USHMM, gift of Jack Sutin. Photography by Lisa Masson for USHMM.
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